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Enable intelligent and tightly controlled maintenance forecasting within your 
SAP solution. 

DXC Intelligent Asset 
Control for SAP is a 
quick-to-implement 
forecasting solution for 
Asset Maintenance costs. 
Unlike standard SAP 
ERP functionality, our 
solution enables you to 
build forecasts that are 
aligned with your asset 
maintenance strategy to 
improve asset utilisation 
and to intelligently control 
operational costs.

Maintenance Planning Benefits
• Intuitive and designed to optimise the user experience

• Offers best practice SAP maintenance cost forecasting.

• Cloud solution, built using Cloud Application Programming (CAP) in the SAP 
Cloud Platform (SCP).

• Time-saving automation through the in-built, real time HANA database and 
Smart Data Integration (SDI) to deliver virtual tables which are queried to 
produce forecast summaries.

• Delivers a consistent, friendly and familiar user interface that won’t disrupt 
your workflow by building on the SAPUI5 Framework and SAP User Experience 
guidelines.

• Deployment, maintenance and updates are easy with the well documented 
SAP Cloud Application Programming stack featuring popular and cutting-edge 
technology like Core Data Services (CDS) and OData.
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Functionality
DXC Intelligent Asset Control for SAP supports an effective maintenance 
forecasting process by providing accurate and real time planned and actual cost to 
enable data driven decision making.

Security
Intelligent Asset Control for SAP’s robust security leverages the built-in authentication 
and authorisation features of the SAP Cloud Application Programming (CAP) Model. 
Your internal data is in the hands of SAP’s enterprise-grade security model.

Logon and session management is handled by the SAP Cloud Platform powered 
by an identity provider of your selection – so no sensitive credential data is stored 
within Intelligent Asset Control, it is stored with your chosen identity provider – 
whether it be the default SAP ID Service or a personalised corporate implementation 
like Active Directory.

Out of the box, Intelligent Asset Management is expected to adhere to all of your 
existing security policies and standards as it introduces no new systems to handle 
the storage of sensitive data that isn’t provisioned by SAP.



Contact Us
If you would like to find out more 
about how DXC can help your 
business gain clarity, streamline 
processes and accelerate profitable 
growth by having a chat to us today. 

oxygen.info@dxc.com

Learn more at
dxc.com

Get the insights that matter.
dxc.com/optin 
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About DXC Technology

DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission critical systems and 

operations while modernising IT, optimising data architectures, and ensuring security and 

scalability across public, private and hybrid clouds. The world’s largest companies and public 

sector organisations trust DXC to deploy services across the Enterprise Technology Stack to 

drive new levels of performance, competitiveness, and customer experience. Learn more 

about how we deliver excellence for our customers and colleagues at DXC.com.


